Guidelines (in effect Feb. 28)

Community Status Indicators (Public Health/GovNL)
K-12 schools and daycare open. Retail stores open at full capacity. Gyms at 75% capacity. Restaurants at 75% capacity. Sport and recreation allowed within their usual region, tournaments not permitted. Masks required.

Teaching and Learning
Approved in-person teaching for classes with <100 students until the end of the semester. Classrooms at full capacity with masks required at all times. Teaching labs at 52 sq. ft. density with new masks provided daily. No additional MUN restrictions beyond Provincial guidelines. Memorial's exemption form not required. Teaching labs at 52 sq. ft. density with new masks provided daily. Removal of masks when actively eating or drinking allowed.

Residence Halls
Residences open, visitors allowed. Rapid testing available. Protocols are in place for isolation if positive for COVID-19. Residents open, visitors allowed (limits and guidance to be shared with residence students). Rapid testing available. Protocols are in place for isolation if positive for COVID-19.

Campus Services
Services limited to those needed to support current level of teaching and learning, research and public engagement. Some services will be offered remotely where possible. Services fully open. Some services may be offered remotely.

Administrative Functions
Office and front facing services operating subject to 52 sq. ft. / person occupancy. Masks are required in shared offices. Office and front facing services operating subject to pre-COVID occupancy. Masks are not required in shared offices (includes calories).

Events and Programs
Events and programs for up to 100 persons and 50% of room capacity is allowed in accordance with Memorial density and public health gathering limits. Subject to prior approval by EHS. Events and programs in accordance with Memorial density and public health gathering limits. Subject to prior approval by EHS.

Varsity Athletics
Practice sessions, training, and competition are allowed per government exemption. Tournaments not permitted. No COVID based restrictions.

Travel Within Canada
Provincial Public Health guidelines. No isolation required for fully vaccinated travelers; voluntary rapid testing for five days. MUN Travel Form and Exemption Form are not required. Provincial Public Health guidelines. No isolation required for fully vaccinated travelers; voluntary rapid testing for five days. MUN Travel Form and Exemption Form are not required.

International Travel
No additional MUN restrictions beyond Provincial guidelines. Memorial's exemption form not required. No additional MUN restrictions beyond Provincial guidelines. Memorial's exemption form not required.

Fieldwork Research
Where all persons are fully vaccinated and maintain at least two-metres physical distance with masks. Consult EHS for special circumstances. Fieldwork research where all persons are fully vaccinated and maintain at least two-metres physical distance with masks. Consult EHS for special circumstances.

Faculty, Staff and Students
Full vaccination and masks required for all activities, including off-campus activities. Vaccination, masks, rapid testing, boosters and hand sanitizer available. Full vaccination and masks required for all activities, including off-campus activities. Vaccination, masks, rapid testing, boosters and hand sanitizer available.

Visitors
Full vaccination and masks required. Visitors permitted only for assisting in teaching and learning, research and public engagement activities. Full vaccination and masks required. Visitors permitted only for assisting in teaching and learning, research and public engagement activities.

Building Access for All Activities
> Buildings open for daytime hours, as needed for student and public access.
> No VaxPass app required in some locations.
> Individuals should remain at home if sick.
> Library access limited to MUN students, staff and faculty. Community access to special collections is arranged by appointment only. Density controls with 52 sq. ft. / person in place for special purpose rooms.
> Computer labs and group study spaces open in multiple locations, density controls with 52 sq. ft. / person.
> Dining Hall and UC Food Courts at 100% capacity. Eating or drinking only permitted while seated. Masks may only be removed when eating or drinking (while seated).
> Buildings open for daytime hours, as needed for student and public access.
> Library access limited to MUN students, staff and faculty. Community access to special collections is arranged by appointment only. Normal density controls per fire code.
> Computer labs and group study spaces open in multiple locations, with normal density controls per fire code.
> Dining Hall and UC Food Courts at 100% capacity. Eating or drinking only permitted while seated. Masks may only be removed when eating or drinking (while seated).
> Removal of masks allowed in classes, common spaces and meetings if actively eating or drinking.